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Introduction
All theology is historical theology. That is to say, all human attempts to make 
sense of God and his revelation of himself and his ways in Scripture are done, 
as one of my teachers put it, by particular people who lived in particular 
times and who thought in particular ways. That simple (but not simplistic) 
observation opens up vistas as we study various aspects of the church’s past. 
It allows us to see how brothers and sisters in the past struggled both to make 
sense of the Bible and also to apply it in their contexts. As we observe them 
doing this—seeing both their victories and their defeats—we can better 
learn what it means to be faithful to the Lord in our day.

On the eve of the 500th celebration of the start of the Protestant Reforma-
tion, it is very appropriate that we think together about the great bedrock of 
the Protestant faith—the doctrine of justification by faith alone—sola fide. 
Sinners are declared to be in a right standing before God, the holy Judge, not 
on the basis of anything they have done or ever would accomplish. They have 
nothing good to offer God in themselves. Everything good had to be done 
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for us extra nos (to use one of Martin Luther’s favorite expressions), outside 
of us. What we are talking about in this doctrine is memorably defined by 
the Westminster Shorter Catechism in this theologically-packed manner: 
“Justification is an act of God’s free grace, by which he pardons all our sins 
and accepts us as righteous in his sight, only for the righteousness of Christ 
imputed to us, and received by faith alone.” William Kiffen and John Owen 
both agreed with this statement.

Both of these men were giants in their own day, non-Conformists who 
lived long lives—Kiffen was born in 1616 and died in 1701; Owen also was 
born in 1616 and passed away in 1683. They both provided ecclesiological 
and theological acumen leadership to the non-establishment movements 
in England during the tumultuous era of the middle and second half of the 
seventeenth century. This was the period of the English Civil War, parliament’s 
rule, the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell and his not-so-talented son, Rich-
ard, the Restoration era of Charles II (1660-1685) whose reign was marked 
by increased pressure on non-Conformists, and finally the reign of James 
II (1685-1688) whose goal was to restore England to Catholicism. Kiffen 
(the Baptist) and Owen (the Presbyterian-turned-Congregationalist) were, 
arguably, the two most important non-Conformists leaders of the century.

In this article, I want to explore Kiffen’s and Owen’s views of justification 
by faith alone as a means of seeing what contextual forces were at play as 
they formulated their doctrines. This is a worthy task, especially as they 
agreed with each other on almost all the contours of this doctrine. In one 
sense, this makes for a bit of a difficult journey because we aren’t going to 
contrast Kiffen’s and Owen’s views; instead, we’re going to compare and 
contrast the contexts in which they wrote. In other words, I am asking the 
question of purpose. What drove these busy men—busy in business, busy 
with families, busy in pastoring churches and providing leadership to larger 
ecclesiastical movements—to focus as they did on the Protestant doctrine 
of justification by faith alone?

Their context encompassed at least five elements. They were anti-Catholic 
(i.e., Protestant), anti-Socinian, anti-Antinomian, anti-Arminian (i.e., Cal-
vinistic), and evangelical. These five horizons—sometimes stronger in one 
than in the other, and sometimes more pressing in one of their lives than at 
other times—were what they had in mind as they formulated their doctrine 
of justification by faith alone. Let’s look at these contexts a bit.
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First was their on-going concern about Catholicism (with its teaching that 
one would ultimately be justified before the holy God on the basis of faith 
combined with good works and love, all flowing from an infusion of grace 
at baptism, and resulting in the reality that one could rarely have assurance 
of salvation in this life).

A second was a powerful new heresy, Socinianism, which promulgated 
auto-soterism based on the false teaching that Jesus was not divine but rather 
gave to humans an example they should strive to follow. Socinianism was a 
growing concern throughout the seventeenth century, making its presence felt 
by the 1630s, and becoming more vocal in the 1640s, due in large part to the 
labors of John Biddle.1 “By the end of the [1640s] the Socinian threat loomed 
large in the minds of many English divines,” according to Tim Cooper.2

Antinomianism was the third error they controverted; it was a varied 
movement, which among other things downplayed the necessity of personal 
Christian obedience.3 At its core, antinomian adherents, according to Robert 
McKelvey, “so zealously sought to guard the free grace of God in salvation that 
they denied faith any involvement at all in the actual justification of sinners.”4 
Antinomians charged “that the [Puritan] obsession with sanctification and 
holy duties compromised the Protestant message of free grace and seduced 
the people of God back into works righteousness and legalism.”5

A fourth error Kiffen and Owen opposed was Arminianism. Dewey Wal-
lace notes that there “three different though sometimes overlapping kinds of 
Arminianism” in England in the seventeenth century. First, there was a liberal 
brand that foreshadowed Socinianism. The second type was Laudianism, 
fueled by Charles I’s ascendency in 1625 and William Laud’s appointment 
to the archbishopric of Canterbury in 1633.6 It was revived after the 1660 
Restoration of the monarchy when it “became widespread in the Church 
of England, with Calvinists, especially after the ejection of many Puritans 
in 1662, remaining an embattled minority.” The third Arminian group con-
sisted of those on the fringes of the Puritan movement, “freewillers” like the 
General Baptists and the London pastor, John Goodwin.7

Finally, and most significantly of all, Kiffen and Owen shared an evan-
gelical context, meaning that they both believed the gospel of Jesus Christ 
and thought that apart from someone trusting in Jesus for the forgiveness 
of sins that person would go to an eternity in hell. This evangelical context 
was fueled by their common Protestant context.8 If we don’t understand 
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that this was the bedrock reason for their discussions of justification, we 
will misunderstand them.

I disagree, then, with George Hunsinger who, in an essay on Owen’s work 
on justification critiques him in this way: Owen’s “arduous, quasi-scholastic 
method of disputation,” Hunsinger avers, “might drive even the most hard-
ened anti-pietist to yearn wistfully for anything by which the heart might be 
strangely warmed.”9 Hunsinger has failed to come to grips with this pastoral 
thrust in Owen’s doctrine of justification.

Catholicism, Socinianism, Antinomianism, Arminianism—these were the 
four errors Kiffen and Owen chiefly had to combat. What unified their efforts 
in this mélange of various contexts, though, was their pastoral concern. The 
overriding concern of both Kiffen and Owen was the simple answer to the 
questioner, What must I do to be saved? They both believed that what one 
believed and did in this life determined one’s eternal destiny.

Our course in the remainder of the article is simple and straightforward. 
We will first notice how William Kiffen developed his doctrine of justification 
in a confessional statement in 1644. Second, we will take a quick glance at 
two confessional statements—the second dependent on the first—in whose 
production and dissemination both Owen and Kiffen played a part, the first 
from 1658, the second 1677/1689. Third, we shall consider a lengthy 1677 
treatise of John Owen devoted to justification. The thing that animated both 
Owen and Kiffen in all their theological contexts was not primarily logic or 
polemics. The unifying factor in all their efforts was the gospel. More than 
anything, they wanted their readers to go to heaven.

The First London Confession of Faith (1644)
The mid-seventeenth century was not an easy time to be a Baptist, as Wil-
liam Kiffen knew all too well. Baptists were accused of a variety of errors 
by many Anglicans and some Presbyterians.10 They accused Baptists of 
publishing “seditious pamphlets, the tumultuous rising of rude multitudes, 
the preaching of the cobblers, felt-makers, tailors, grooms, and women; the 
choosing of any place for God’s service but the church; the night-meetings 
of naked men and women; the licentiousness of spiritual marriages without 
any legal form,” etc.11

This contextual setting has much to do with the publication of the First 
London Confession in 1644. Though the Confession was issued in the name 
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of seven Particular Baptist churches in London, it “is generally admitted to 
have been written under Kiffin’s guiding hand,” according to Paul Fiddes.12 
Here we see Kiffen’s theology laid out in full.

The full title—The Confession of Faith, of Those Churches Which are Com-
monly (though Falsly) Called Anabaptists—reminds us of its goal to distance 
English Calvinistic Baptists from the continent’s Anabaptists. In addition, 
the Confession has three major contexts we should note: it was strongly 
Calvinistic, staunchly opposed to the error of Antinomianism, and gos-
pel-saturated. We will look at each of these three contexts in turn.

In the first place, the Confession is decidedly Calvinistic.13 The preface 
to it laments that Baptists were often charged “both in Pulpit and Print … 
with holding Free-will, Falling away from grace, denying Originall sinne.” 
Therefore, as Barry White notes, “the leaders of their congregations had 
determined to publish their Confession in order to manifest their substantial 
agreement with the prevailing forms of Calvinistic orthodoxy.”14

Its Calvinism is apparent. In his providence, the Confession states “God 
hath decreed in himselfe from everlasting touching all things, effectually to 
work and dispose them according to the counsell of his owne will, to the 
glory of his Name.” It also asserts predestination: “God had in Christ before 
the foundation of the world, according to the good pleasure of his will, fore-
ordained some men to eternall life through Jesus Christ, to the praise and 
glory of his grace, leaving the rest in their sinne to their just condemnation, 
to the praise of his Justice.”15 

All persons are born dead spiritually due to original sin. God alone acts 
to redeem “the elect, which God hath loved with an everlasting love.” These 
ones are “redeemed, quickened, and saved, not by themselves, neither by 
their own workes, lest any man should boast himselfe, but wholly and onely 
by God of his free grace and mercie through Jesus Christ.”16 Christ died 
only for these elect ones: Jesus “hath fully performed and suffered all those 
things by which God, through the blood of that his Crosse in an acceptable 
sacrifice, might reconcile his elect onely.”17 

Second, Kiffen staunchly opposed the Antinomian error in the Confes-
sion. Chapter 26 explicitly denies it. “The same power that converts to faith 
in Christ,” it says, “the same power carries on the soule still through all the 
duties, temptations, conflicts, sufferings” and whatever else accompanies the 
Christian life. Christians have duties they must perform. Chapter 29 further 
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joins together justification and sanctification as graces of God for his elect. 
The Confession asserts “That all beleevers are a holy and sanctified people, 
and that sanctification is a spirituall grace of the new Covenant, and effect 
of the love of God.” Kiffen deftly avoids the charge of any antinomian ten-
dencies in his teaching, even though he maintains the absolute sovereignty 
of God to save his elect through his irresistible working alone. 

It’s the third context—the evangelical context—that encompasses the 
doctrine of justification. What is essential, according to Kiffen, is that per-
sons go to heaven. They can only do this by seeing Jesus and his gospel, and 
trusting in the Christ portrayed there.18 Every good—past, present, and 
future—is found in Christ alone. Believers in Christ now possess peace 
with God through justification by faith. This the climax of all spiritual good. 
Christ is the centerpiece of salvation, which is epitomized in justification.19

Chapter 28 articulates the doctrine of justification: “those that have union 
with Christ, are justified from all their sinnes, past, present, and to come, by 
the bloud of Christ; which justification wee conceive to be a gracious and 
free acquittance of a guiltie, sinfull creature, from all sin by God, through 
the satisfaction that Christ hath made by his death; and this applyed in the 
manifestation of it through faith.” Christ’s blood, his satisfaction on the 
cross, is the ground of justification. This justification consists fundamentally 
in the remission of sin. 

The next chapter displays the evangelical and pastoral heart of this doc-
trine. Justification is not an esoteric belief to be occasionally dusted off for 
debate. Rather, it’s the life of the Christian and the message of Christians 
to a lost world:

the tenders of the Gospel to the conversion of sinners, is absolutely free, no way 

requiring, as absolutely necessary, any qualifications, preparations, terrors of the 

Law, or preceding Ministry of the Law, but onely and alone the naked soule, as 

a sinner and ungodly to receive Christ, as crucified, dead, and buried, and risen 

againe, being made a Prince and a Saviour for such sinners (ch. 25).20

The 1644 London Confession highlights the Arminian, Antinomian, and 
evangelical context of William Kiffen. Supremely his hope was in the gospel 
of Jesus Christ, the substitutionary labor of the Lord dying in the place of 
his people, to be received by faith. This was what motivated Kiffen as he 
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protected this precious, life-giving, zeal-producing doctrine from Arminian 
and Antinomian encroachments.

Owen and Kiffen in the Savoy Declaration and the 1689 
Confession
Next we shall briefly note a text that John Owen and William Kiffen had in 
common: the Savoy Declaration of Faith of 1658 and the Second London 
Confession of 1677 (issued in 1689).21 Two introductory matters are relevant. 
In the first place, they both mirrored almost exactly the Presbyterian West-
minster Confession of Faith. Both the Congregationalists and the Baptists 
wanted to distance themselves from various sectarian groups, showing they 
were in line with each other and agreed in the main with historic Christian 
and Protestant doctrine.22 Savoy used Westminster, which was published 
over a decade prior to the latter’s composition. And the Second London 
Confession used both of them. In the second place, Owen was the primary 
author of Savoy. We see his theology here, especially where Savoy differs 
from Westminster.23 And Kiffen was a signatory of the Baptist Confession, 
approving of its theology.24

Westminster’s theology of justification was decidedly Protestant, but 
Robert Letham notes the Assembly’s major concern was less with Catholicism 
and Arminianism and more with Antinomianism.25 Alan Strange concurs: 
“the main theological error among Protestants, at least as far as the Assembly 
was concerned, and which it determined to oppose, was antinomianism.”26

This may account for one of the main additions that Savoy and the Baptists 
made to the Westminster Confession. They both added chapter 20, “Of the 
Gospel and the Extent of Grace Thereof,” in four paragraphs. After the fall 
into sin, they asserted, “God was pleased to give unto the elect the promise 
of Christ … in this promise the gospel, as to the substance of it, was revealed, 
and [is] therein effectual for the conversion and salvation of sinners” (20.1). 
The gospel-centeredness of Savoy and the Baptists is clear.

Chapter 11 in each of the three confessions—“Of Justification”—con-
sists in six points, among which there is almost total agreement. There are, 
though, a couple of significant dissimilarities. The first concerns exactly 
what was imputed to believers in their justification. Savoy and the Second 
London Confession remark that justification occurs “by imputing Christ’s 
active obedience to the whole law, and passive obedience in his death for 
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their whole and sole righteousness,” clarifying Westminster’s statement that 
this occurred merely “by imputing the obedience and satisfaction of Christ 
unto them.” There is development after Westminster.

Two factors seem to account for the change. First, there was a develop-
ment, as Carl Trueman has noted, in theologians’ and pastors’ abilities in 
articulating their theology due to growth in the formulation of covenant 
theology, specifically the pactum salutis and the particular role of Christ 
as Mediator of the covenant of grace. This accounted for some of the new 
stress upon Christ’s active and passive obedience being imputed to believ-
ers.27 Second, this period had seen a growth in Socinianism, along with its 
denial of Christ’s deity and federal headship. In response, both Savoy and 
the Baptists proclaimed that the only hope for sinners was that Christ had 
lived a perfect life for the elect and this active obedience was accounted 
for their gross disobedience. This active obedience, along with the Lord’s 
obedience in dying for sinners the righteous for the unrighteous—the mis-
named “passive obedience”—were both counted to the elect. By this deft 
stroke one of Socinianism’s chief teachings was overturned.

The second change is a minor one probably directed towards the antino-
mians. The fourth paragraph in Westminster, which was certainly directed 
against the wrong-headed doctrine of eternal justification, said: “God did, 
from all eternity, decree to justify the elect; and Christ did, in the fullness of 
time, die for their sins and rise again for their justification; nevertheless they 
are not justified until the Holy Spirit doth, in due time, actually apply Christ 
unto them.”28 Savoy and Second London add one word—“personally”—so 
that we are told that prior to the Spirit’s application of Christ to believers 
“they are not justified personally,” presumably stressing the individual’s need 
to personally exercise faith in order to be justified, even though one might 
not be able to conceptualize how this integrates with God’s eternal decree 
to justify the elect.

The two additions to both Savoy and the Second London Confession, 
then—along with the addition of the chapter on the gospel—demonstrate 
once again Owen’s and Kiffen’s commitment to guarding the gospel from 
wrong-headed assaults. Socinianism and antinomianism were grave errors 
because they impinged on the life-giving message of the promise of life in 
the gospel of Jesus Christ.
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John Owen and Justification
As Crawford Gribben has reminded us, the latter years of Owen were among 
his most productive ones.29 In 1677, six years prior to his death, Owen pub-
lished his The Doctrine of Justification by Faith, through the Imputation of the 
Righteousness of Christ; Explained, Confirmed, and Vindicated. Justification, 
faith, imputation—these are key ideas Owen circles around to time and again 
over the course of 562 pages in the first printing in 1677 and approximately 
400 pages in the nineteenth-century Goold edition.

Owen’s context is essential to understand the contours of this work. 
Dewey Wallace reminds us how precarious the latter seventeenth century 
was for conservative Protestants. He comments that “the emergence of a 
new intellectual world that challenged many of the traditional religious 
assumptions of an earlier time was particularly relevant to the shaping of 
English Calvinism during the Restoration and its immediate aftermath.” 
Specifically, Wallace notes several “aspects of later seventeenth-century culture 
in Restoration England that were religiously unsettling were the demand 
for greater rationality, new discoveries in science (or ‘natural philosophy’), 
awareness of other religions, scoffing at religion, denial of such a central pillar 
of orthodox Christianity as the doctrine of the Trinity (often referred to at 
the time by a king of shorthand as ‘Socinianism’), Deism, and atheism.”30

Owen himself pinpoints three errors that will fall under his gaze: Cathol-
icism, Socinianism, and Antinomianism.31 We should note, however, the 
issue which actually serves as the driving force of the entire treatise. This is 
Owen’s evangelical context. The question, the pressing issue, Owen asks and 
answers in this work is, How can a desperately wicked sinner hope to stand 
before the holy God at the final day? Everything in the treatise—whether 
it’s his eighty pages of biblical exposition, his interaction with the Catholic 
controversialist Robert Bellermine, his lengthy interaction with the thought 
of Faustus Socinus, or his pressing the claims of obedience upon those who 
have been justified—everything is related to this question of eternity for 
Owen. How can a sinner go to heaven, and how can he have certainty in 
this life that he will go there?

Michael Haykin and Matthew Barrett have recently helped us understand 
the Socinians, who “viewed the imputation of Christ’s righteousness, which 
Reformed theologians like Owen believed to consist of Christ’s active obe-
dience (i.e., his fulfilling the law on our behalf) and passive obedience (i.e., 
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his taking the penalty for our sin), as an ‘impossible’ doctrine.”32 Cooper 
helpfully notes the reason that Owen vehemently defended orthodoxy 
from Socinianism:

For Owen, his nonconformist upbringing combined with his university learning 

and his experience of encroaching Laudianism at Oxford to forge an understand-

ing of doctrine that precluded anything that might look like human merit in the 

process of salvation. He did this in a phase of intense political developments, 

at a time when Laudian influence in England peaked and then receded [in the 

latter 1640s] … at just that moment the new fact of human autonomy—the 

Socinians—began to emerge as an increasingly significant marker in the mind of 

Owen and others of a growing independence in human thought and aspiration … 

this is not to reduce Owen’s soteriology to mere pragmatism, only to recognize 

that he crafted his belief in a particular context under identifiable pressures and 

with discernable aims.33

Haykin and Barrett also point out that for Catholicism “justification, 
regeneration, and sanctification were intertwined so that justification was 
understood not as an instantaneous legal, forensic declaration, but as a 
process of inner renewal and transformation.”34 Owen had much to do to 
overthrow their polemic.

The bulk of Owen’s book consists of twenty chapters. The first six chapters 
are a general overview of the nature of faith and justification. Chapter seven 
turns to a discussion and defense of imputation, which Owen considers the 
heart of the biblical and Protestant doctrine. This—along with a related 
discussion of faith, the relationship between the covenants in redemptive 
history, and the necessity of personal obedience in the redeemed—covers 
chapters seven through fifteen. Chapters sixteen through eighteen—totaling 
almost eighty pages, or twenty percent of the entire treatise—are a detailed 
biblical exposition of justification by faith alone through the imputation of 
Christ’s righteousness. The treatise concludes with two chapters, the first of 
which answers remaining objections to Owen’s doctrine. The final chapter 
proves how essential Owen believed obedience was for justified Christians; 
here he has a thirty-page-long discussion of the relationship between the 
apostles Paul and James on the matter of justification. This reminds us how 
dangerous Owen felt the Antinomian threat was to evangelical living.
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We are not going to look at these twenty chapters. Instead, we shall notice 
Owen’s two lengthy prefaces to Justification by Faith. In these two prefaces 
Owen answers our Why? question, telling us exactly why he was motivated 
to write this lengthy treatise.

In the first preface, “To the Reader,” Owen proclaims that the seeming-
ly-intricate doctrine of justification in reality is exceedingly practical. “It is 
the practical direction of the consciences of men, in their application unto 
God by Jesus Christ for deliverance from the curse due unto the apostate 
state, and peace with him, with the influence of the way thereof unto uni-
versal gospel obedience,” Owen writes, “that is alone to be designed in the 
handling of this doctrine.”35 That is the whole point of this 400 page treatise! 
Hunsinger’s earlier-noted critique of Owen seems to have failed to deal with 
this pastoral thrust in Owen’s work on justification.36 The relief of men’s bur-
dened consciences is the supreme goal, then, of the entire work, along with 
Owen’s corresponding concern that those who are forgiven should strive for 
“universal gospel obedience.” Indeed, Owen notes how often skeptics charge 
this doctrine “with an un-friendly aspect towards the necessity of personal 
holiness, good works, and all gospel obedience.”37 Catholics and Socinians 
continually accuse Protestants of this, even though the entire Reformation 
encompassed the effort to aid “the souls of men, being set at liberty from 
their bondage unto innumerable superstitious fears and observances, utterly 
inconsistent with true gospel obedience, and directed into the ways of peace 
with God through Jesus Christ, were made fruitful in real holiness.”38 Bur-
dened sinners’ fears of judgment can only be relieved by someone outside 
of themselves saving them; this is the burden of Owen’s treatise. 

The overarching purpose of relieving burdened consciences continues in 
the second preface, the sixty-four page-long “General Considerations.” Having 
noted that the twin ultimate goals of justification are the glory of God and 
the obedience of Christians, Owen urges several reflections regarding this 
doctrine, which we shall summarize in three ways.

First, only justification sola fide can assure of salvation. He says his first 
consideration is “the proper relief of the conscience of a sinner pressed and 
perplexed with a sense of the guilt of sin.”39 Owen’s evangelical emphasis 
follows in his discussion where he recounts the burden of wondering how 
one can be forgiven, and realizing that it can only be by what one does himself 
or what Christ does for one; it cannot be both.40 Owen argues that “in no 
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other evangelical truth is the whole of our obedience more concerned; for 
the foundation, reasons, and motives of all our duty towards God are con-
tained therein.” That gets to the heart of justification’s conscience-assuaging 
significance. “To satisfy the minds and consciences of men,” Owen avers, “is 
this doctrine to be taught.”41 We will not understand Owen aright if we fail 
to see his reason for controverting justification. It is the only way one can 
know he will go to heaven.42

Second, Owen observes that God is holy and we are all sinners. The one 
with whom we have to do is the holy Judge. Catholic teaching does nothing 
to relieve our consciences before God the Judge.43 In denying imputation, 
Socinians offer no solace to those who are aware of the depths of their own 
sin.44 In fact, Owen teaches that a large part of justification is holding to 
imputation. Imputation, he declares, is “a commutation between Christ and 
believers, as unto sin and righteousness; that is, in the imputation of their 
sins unto him, and of his righteousness unto them.”45 This is no an esoteric 
teaching; after all, Luther and others found solace here.46 Without believing 
it, one cannot have assurance of forgiveness before God. The imputation of 
our sin to Christ and his righteousness to us “is represented unto us in the 
Scripture as the principal object of our faith,—as that whereon our peace 
with God is founded.”47

Third, Owen stresses Christian obedience. Socinians argue that Chris-
tians will be lax in righteousness due to a belief in imputation. Their root 
problem is their commitment to follow their straying logic instead of the 
teaching of Scripture, even though the Bible is on both truths—i.e., that 
imputation and the requirement for evangelical obedience are true, even if 
we can’t understand how.48

What matters, Owen declares, is not the word (“imputation”) but the 
clear teaching of the Bible. Reiterating again the evangelical thrust of the 
entire treatise, he announces that there is only one way for men to have faith 
“when they come to die, and … [when they] are exercised with temptations 
whilst they live.” “The substance of what is pleaded for [in the entire book, 
is] that men should renounce all confidence in themselves, and every thing 
that may give countenance thereunto; betaking themselves unto the grace 
of God by Christ alone for righteousness and salvation.”49 The imputation of 
the perfect righteousness of Jesus matters because heaven is in the balance.

Owen’s close to the General Considerations shows the weight he attaches 
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to the doctrine. Echoing John Calvin’s teaching that justification is the main 
hinge on which true religion turns, Owen remarks that “the doctrine of justi-
fication gave the first occasion to the whole work of reformation, and was the 
main hinge whereon it turned.”50 Justification as he understood it—based on 
the imputation of Christ’s righteousness and the corresponding necessity of 
evangelical obedience—was the centerpiece of the Protestant Reformation 
precisely because it was the only truth able to ease men’s consciences before 
God.51 Eternity awaits all persons, and outside of Christ’s righteousness only 
God’s wrath awaits us all.52

Conclusion
Perhaps Crawford Gribben is correct and John Owen’s life was ultimately 
an experience of defeat. Certainly both William Kiffen and John Owen 
ended their lives not feeling like they had “won.” All around them things 
in the culture and the churches seemed to be drifting further and further 
away from God and godliness. Yet, they continued teaching justification by 
faith alone as the only hope for sinners. May we do the same, brothers and 
sisters, knowing that the gospel alone is the power of God for the salvation 
of everyone who believes. Whatever goes on around us, eternity is yet to 
come for each individual.
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